
Based in Sweden, Light My Fire specializes in outdoor accessories that are as 
practical in the city as they are in the wild. 

From making fires to eating meals – our products have been taken to 
heart all over the world by both the backyard adventurer and the  
backwoods survivalist.

 Come join us.

Welcome to the world of Light My Fire

lightmyfire.com
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Swedish FireSteel 2.0® selection
with integrated emergency whistle
Lights a fire in any altitude.

Scout model 
3 000 strikes

Army model 
12 000 strikes

integrated

EM
ERGENCY WHISTLE

Grandpa´s FireGrill™
Adjustable grill for cooking without limitations.

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF30190010 FireGrill™ Stainless Steel $29.95

This is more than just an extremely sharp, flexible and sturdy all-around knife: the handle contains a fire starter. You can gut 
and clean a fish, split kindling and light a campfire with one single handy tool.

Features:
•Flexible and sturdy profile-grounded blade. 
•Sheath with clip.
•High-friction rubber handle. 
•Includes an original Swedish FireSteel® firestarter.
•Works equally well when wet. 
•Predictable performance at all altitudes. 
•Produces a 2,980°C (5,400°F) spark

Material: Blade: Sandvik 12C27 stainless steel, Grip: TPE rubber material, Swedish FireSteel®: magnesium alloy
Actual size:  225x45x38mm,  Weight: 94 g 

Everything tastes better outdoors! Grandpa’s FireGrill is a great way to enhance your experience. Now it´s easy to cook your 
freshly caught fish packed with lemon slices and herbs.

Features:
• Adjustable height for use with most food.                                     
• Collapsible for easy storage.        
• The wire mechanism attaches the grill securely to a stick and it can be locked in place when folded out and used as a gridiron.                
• No need to cut fresh branches-attaches to practically any stick.

Material: FireGrill: stainless steel.
Actual size: 155x165x25mm, Weight: 106g

Swedish FireKnife® 
with Swedish FireSteel®

More than just a knife,  
more than just a fire starter.

integratedSW

EDISH FIRESTEEL

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF12110510 FireKnife® Lime $49.95
LMF12110710     ” Fuchsia     ”
LMF12112010     ” Black     ”
LMF12112710     ” Cyan     ”
LMF12113310     ” Green     ”
LMF12113610     ” Orange     ”

The ultimate way to light a fire in any weather.  Originally developed for the Swedish Department of Defense, our legendary 
Swedish FireSteel® is the original magnesium fire starter. 

Features:
•Lights campfires, gas-stoves, gas-barbecues.
•Works equally well when wet.
•Produces a 2,980°C (5,400°F) degree spark.
•Predictable performance at all altitudes.
•Bright spark - can be used as emergency signal.
•Striker handle includes an emergency whistle.
•No dangerous goods shipping restrictions.

Material: Swedish FireSteel®: magnesium alloy ,  Striker: stainless steel
Actual size:  scout model: 77x24x14mm,  Weight: 27g
 army model: 95x26x16mm,  Weight: 50g

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF11110510 Scout Lime $19.95
LMF11110710     ” Fuchsia     ”
LMF11112710     ” Cyan     ”
LMF11113310     ” Green     ”
LMF11102010 Army Black $32.95
LMF11119540 Scout 16pcs CPID 4 col. disp. $19.95ea
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Grandpa’s FireFork™ 2-pack
The clever campfire barbeque/cooking fork.

ANDSTART GRILLIN

G

JUST 
ADD A STICK

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF30204413  FireFork 2-pack Lime/Green $14.95
LMF30204513               ” Fuchsia/Cyan     ”

Spice is the variety of life, but how do you take it with you on an outing? The Salt&Pepper Plus carries three spices in water-
proof, airtight and shock resistant compartments. The Salt&Pepper Plus floats and fits inside the MealKit’s SnapBox.

Features:
•Three refillable compartments.
•Airtight, shock-resistant, waterproof.
•Fits inside SnapBox in MealKit.
•Floats

Material: Box and lid: ABS, Gasket: TPE rubber material
Actual size:  70x70x31mm   Weight:  40g

The ultimate backpack organizer! Designed to easily slip into backpacks. Strong 
and tough for the most demanding adventures. Perfect for the gear and food you 
need to keep dry, safe and easy to find. The containers lock into each other and can 
be combined endlessly. 

Features:
•Designed to easily slip into and pull out of backpacks
•Waterproof and airtight with double-sealed lid
•Rugged and impact resistant
•Versatile and adaptable to your needs
•Easy to pack, hang and carry
•Bayonet lock allows quick and easy access
•Measuring lines
•Easy to clean
•Floats

Material: PP and TPE, 100% BPA free
Actual size:  92 x 285 mm   Weight:  381g

A number of years ago, a man camping with his grandson took a single length of wire and fashioned it into the most versatile 
holder we’ve ever seen.  Our Grandpa’s FireFork is inspired by his ingenius design and is destined to become a modern clas-
sic. Use it to grill marshmallows and hot dogs or just about anything else you can come up with. Attaches firmly to practically 
any stick; no need to cut fresh branches. Curved points hold food firmly.

Features:
•Curved points hold food firmly.
•No need to cut fresh branches.
•Lightweight, yet durable.
•Made from a single stainless steel wire.
•Great as fire-poker.
•Safety cap for easy storage.
•Hole for cord in safety cap.

Material:  Wire: stainless spring steel,  Safety cap: Tritan
Actual size:  100x47x20mm  Weight: 18g

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF40270510 Salt&Pepper Plus Lime $12.95
LMF40270710     ” Fuchsia     ”
LMF40272710     ” Cyan     ”
LMF40273310     ” Green     ”
LMF40273610     ” Orange     ”

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF43473710 Add-a-Twist™ Bluehaze $39.95
LMF43474810     ” Goldhaze     ”
LMF43474910     ” Pinkhaze     ”

Salt&Pepper Plus™
Convenient three-in-one spice shaker.

Add-a-Twist™
Designed to slip into backpacks and keep 
gear and food safe, dry and organized.

Container small
112 ml / 3,75 oz

Container medium 
300 ml / 10,15 oz

Container large 
540 ml / 18,25 oz

Lid

Handle

Lid
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LunchKit™ 6pcs  
All you need to carry and eat lunch in style.  

MealKit 2.0™ 8pcs 
Everything needed to prepare and eat a 
meal outdoors.  

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF41360510 MealKit 2.0™ Lime $39.95
LMF41360710     ” Fuchsia     ”
LMF41362010     ” Black     ”
LMF41362710     ” Cyan     ”
LMF41363310     ” Green     ”
LMF41363610     ” Orange     ”
LMF30253410 Harness™ Grey $9.95

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF41375310 LunchKit™ Petroleum $29.95
LMF41375410     ” Pinkmetal     ”
LMF41375610     ” Pirategold     ”
LMF30253410 Harness™ Grey $9.95

Code Model Colour RRP
 LMF40140815 StackPlate™ 4-pack cyan/lime/green/fuchsia $29.95

The ideal kit for your backpack, boat, bike or picnic basket. It has all you need to prepare and eat a meal in all outdoor 
environments. Designed especially for Light My Fire by Scandinavian designer Joachim Nordwall,this kit has become a 
modern classic.

Features:
•Microwave safe.
•Dishwasher safe.
•Floats.

Material: PP- polypropylene, Spork made of Tritan, Harness made of TPE.
Actual size:  194x194x61mm   Weight: 384g

The perfect kit for work, school, picnics or holiday outings.  The LunchKit™ contains all you need to eat your lunch in style 
anywhere, anytime.

Features:
•Microwave safe.
•Dishwasher safe.
•Floats.

Material: PP- polypropylene, Spork made of Tritan,  
                 Harness made of TPE.
Actual size: 194x194x61mm    Weight: 281g

StackPlate™ 4-pack consist of four plates with the same size, shape and look as the iconic MealKit™, all made in Sweden. 
Each plate fits snugly into the other, which means the whole stack takes up very little space in your backpack. The triangular 
shape and the edge on the plate makes it easy to spoon out food, also for kids. The Spork holder on the plate keeps your 
favorite utensil in place. Made from 100% BPA free PP – polypropylene.

Features:
• Microwave safe
• Dishwasher safe
• Floats

Material: PP- polypropylene 
Actual size: 194x194x25 mm (450 ml)
Weight: 65 gram.

Convenient stackable plate with an edge. 
Stackplate™ 4-pack
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Pack-up-Cup™

Expand to drink, collapse to carry.

x 2

SnapBox ovalTM

320 ml / 10.8 oz

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF40414413 SnapBox™ oval Lime/Green $12.95
LMF40414513     ” Fuchsia/Cyan     ”
LMF40416413     ” Pinkmetal/Pirategold     ”

Slightly bigger than SnapBox™ original and with an oval shape, this SnapBox™ is another great waterproof box for storing 
things. The different color lids help you organize your stuff. Stackable and real space savers when not in use and it’s so easy 
to use - snap, and it´s locked.

Features:
•Contains 320ml.
•Microwave safe.
•Dishwasher safe.
•Floats.
•Waterproof.
•Stackable.

Material: PP- polypropylene
Actual size:  168x70x50mm    Weight: 57g

The all-purpose box goes oval.
SnapBox™ oval

The Pack-up-Cup hold 260ml of liquid and works just as well on the hiking trip as in the office! Just fold out and fill up. A tight 
and secured lid keeps your beverage warm and protects it from dirt and curious bugs. 

Features:
•Collapsible.
•Contains 260ml.
•Attached lid keeps beverage warm.
•Easy to clean.
•Measuring lines.
•Microwave safe.
•Dishwasher safe.

Material: TPE antislip material and PP.
Actual size:  100x75x75mm   Weight: 54g

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF42390510 Pack-up-Cup™ Lime $9.95
LMF42390710     ” Fuchsia     ”
LMF42392710     ” Cyan     ”
LMF42393310     ” Green     ”
LMF42399640 Pack-up-Cup™ CPID $9.95ea

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF40354413 SnapBox™ Lime/Green $10.95
LMF40354513     ” Fuchsia/Cyan     ”
LMF40356413     ” Pinkmetal/Pirategold     ”

We ourselves can’t get enough of our practical little box, and we suspect the same might go for you. So we’ve made a 2-pack. 
Two handy little boxes for just about everything you can think of. Tight-fitting snap-lock lids keep contents - and your back-
pack - safe and sound, while different colors keep you organized.

Features:
•Contains 170ml.
•Microwave safe.
•Dishwasher safe.
•Floats.
•Waterproof.
•Stackable.

Material: PP- polypropylene
Actual size:  101x101x40mm    Weight: 38g

The all-purpose box times two. 

x 2

SnapBox originalTM

170 ml / 5.75 oz

SnapBox™ original
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Spork 

little
14 cm

original
17 cm

titanium
17 cm

extra medium
20 cm

Spoon

Fork

Knife

The iconic spoon-fork-knife combo. 
Practical and reusable.

Our spoon-fork-knife combo brings a bit of civilization to the wild and a bit of 
the wild to civilization. Designed especially for Light My Fire by Scandinavian 
designer Joachim Nordwall. The Spork is perfect for your backpack, boat, picnic 
basket, lunchbox, purse or briefcase.

Features:
•Dishwasher safe.
•Extremely durable.
•Lightweight.
•Safe for non stick cookware
•Heat-resistant.

Material: Tritan.
Actual size: 170x38x17mm  Weight: 9g

Spork Original
Practical by design

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF41240200 Single Passion Blue $3.95
LMF41240500     ” Lime     ”
LMF41240600     ” Purple     ”
LMF41240700     ” Fuchsia     ”
LMF41241600     ” Trans Green     ”
LMF41241800     ” Trans Blue     ”
LMF41242000     ” Black     ”
LMF41242700     ” Cyan     ”
LMF41243000     ” Red     ”
LMF41243300     ” Green     ”
LMF41243600     ” Orange     ”
LMF41245300     ” Petroleum     ”
LMF41245400     ” Pinkmetal     ”
LMF41245600     ” Pirategold     ”
LMF41244413 2-Pack Lime/Green $7.95
LMF41244513     ” Fuchsia/Cyan     ”
LMF41240815 4-Pack Cy/Li/Gr/Fu $12.95
LMF41241015     ” T.Gr/Li/T.Bl/Cy     ”
LMF41249670 200pcs spirit 6 col, plexi refillable $3.95ea
LMF41249541 80pcs CPID spirit 4 col, disp.     ”
LMF41249640 120pcs CPID spirit 6 col, disp.     ”

2-Pack

LMF41249670 - 200pcs

LMF41249541 - 80pcs

LMF41249640 - 120pcs

Passion Blue Lime Purple Fuchsia Trans Green Trans Blue Black

Cyan Red Green Orange Petroleum Pinkmetal Pirategold

Lime/Green Fuchsia/Cyan Cy/Li/Gr/Fu T.Gr/Li/T.Bl/Cy

4-Pack
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The Spork extra-medium is a slightly larger model of Spork Original designed especially for freeze-dried food pouches. 
Simply the best spoon-fork-knife combo. Made of heat resistant material. Safe for non stick cookware and dishwasher safe. 
Easy to clean. Extremely durable and light. 

Features:
•Dishwasher safe.
•Extremely durable.
•Lightweight.
•Safe for non stick cookware
•Heat-resistant.

Material: Tritan.
Actual size: 200x42x22mm  Weight: 16g

Spork extra-medium
No more sticky knuckles

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF41254413 Extra-Medium 2-pack Lime/Green $9.95
LMF41254513     ”          ”            ”  Fuchsia/Cyan     ”

The Light My Fire Spork little has been designed from the ground up for infants and toddlers. The Spork little is not only 
smaller, it’s thicker and rounder for ease of use and safety. The serrated edges have also been removed to protect small 
mouths. Great to carry in your bag. Versatile enough for both a rugged camping trip and dishing out baby food at a city cafe.

Features:
•No serrated edge.
•Rounder and thicker design.
•Dishwasher safe.
•Extremely durable.
•Lightweight.
•Safe for non stick cookware
•Heat-resistant.

Material: Tritan.
Actual size:  140x31x16mm  Weight: 8g

The Spork Titanium is made of titanium, one of the toughest alloys on the planet. Titanium is widely used in aircraft construc-
tion because of its lightness and extreme strength, yet it is also used in surgical and dental implants. Its high biocompatibility 
means that it is very non-toxic and is not rejected by the body. Great for your next outing, no matter where it is. Same design 
as the Spork original.

Features:
•Polished surface means no metallic taste.
•Dishwasher safe.
•Non-corrosive, non-magnetic.
•Hypoallergenic.

Material:  Titanium.
Actual size: 170x39x20mm  Weight: 20g

Spork little

Spork Titanium

Come On Baby Light My Fire!

When the going gets tough, the Spork goes Titanium

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF40241110 Spork Titanium Titanium $29.95

Code Model Colour RRP
LMF41293914 Spork little  3-pack Lime/ Cyan/ Fuchsia $9.95
LMF41294114     ” Fuchsia/Orange/Pink     ”
LMF41294214     ” Cyan/Lime/Passion Blue     ”
LMF41299740 Spork little 3p 36pcs CPID $9.95ea
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Floor display Top sign logo

Display tray wide

Display tray long

DISPLMF70609500
22 x 70 cm

DISPLMF70609100
46w x 24.5d x 3.2h cm

DISPLMF70609700
24w x 47d x 3.2h cm

DISPLMF70607001
160 x 60 x 50 cm
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